Hard Ice Dividers Set Up and Take Down Instructions

YAY, we have received our hard ice dividers and have had a trial run with them.
This is a short discussion on where they are, how to set them up, how to deal with
zamming the ice between sessions when they will be used, and how to put them
away.
First and foremost, there are two sets of dividers that are located at the zamboni
entrance end of the Dipper Ice Rink (see arrow above) over by the spare nets.
Each set has its own rolling cart that has fixed wheels on one end and wheels that
rotate on the other end for steering. It is suggested that for quickest put up and
take down of the board that there be at least four helpers with skates and helmets
(six preferred), and at least two helpers off‐ice in shoes to help with moving the
divider sets to the zamboni door entrance, and to move the pieces off the cart and
hand them to the helpers on the ice with skates and helmets.

To start you will want to pull the Y sections off the top of the cart and
position them at each side of the rink with the blue top up. Next bring
over one curved section going each direction to each side and connect
them into the Y section (arrow above left). The tension collars (arrow
above right) should be un‐done on one side and will be connected and
tightened down after the boards are assembled and almost ready for use.

Next install the door section (depicted above) at the side of the rink with
the bench’s and connect it to the other end of the Y section. The reason
the door is here is so the kids can change sections easily between games.

Next, install the remaining sections across the rink. You will find that the
round pegs need to be lifted a bit to get into the corresponding holes on
the next section to get them in. Once all the sections are in, then attach
the tension collars noted above and tighten down by hand.

If using both sets, set up one set just inside of the far blue line towards
the goal area, and the other just inside the other blue line. One set is set
up for half ice along the red line. Please make sure to keep the sets
separate and not to interchange the pieces between the sets. Each set
was built to work with its parts, and may not be interchangeable with the
other.

For those times that there will be the necessity of zamming the ice
between uses, uncouple the tension couples at the end, and separate the
dividers into two pieces at the middle point only and then a line the
halves off the board in the same manner that nets are done while the
zamboni goes around. Once they have made their two passes and the
nets are pushed up against the boards, push the halves up against their
respective boards. This will take at least two and better three helpers on
skates with helmets. Then the helpers are to leave the ice until the
zamboni is complete and the doors are closed, per rink rules.
Once the doors are closed, helpers just need to rotate and place the ends
together again and then reattach the tension couplers at the end and
tighten for use.

Upon completion of use, two helpers (one if only one set out on the ice) should push the
empty cart(s )out on to the ice through the zamboni doors and the on‐ice helpers can them
wheel them to the boards for take down and storage.
Open the boards at the middle and for ease of use after disconnecting the tension couplers,
and start taking from each side with the end pieces slowly pushed to the center of the ice. The
straight large sections go first on the cart and towards the back with the higher railing (see
arrow above right). Next is the door section on the other side with the lower railing (arrow
above left). Next are the curved sections that should nest as pictured above (arrow middle
left). Last are the two Y sections that are set on top.
Once complete, the entire cart can be rolled off the ice to the helpers off‐ice and rolled to the
storage area.
Games should be stopped about 5 minutes before the end of the allotted ice if there are two
sets of boards to be taken down so that there is enough time to take down both sets and get
them off the ice in time for the rink staff to get the ice ready for the next group.
With 4‐6 helpers on the ice, it takes a little over 5 minutes to get both sets taken down and off
the ice.

